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The Story of Our Water 

A sip of coffee, a hot shower, even a summer-ripe tomato just 

plucked from the vine, all hold the story of our water. That water 

began its journey into our lives from an underground source, 

named for the place we all call home – the Main San Gabriel Basin. 

Like a lake we can’t see, this basin holds “local waters” (rainfall, 

snow melt and conserved water) as well as imported waters 

pumped hundreds of miles from Colorado River and Bay Delta. 

Every faucet, every shower head and every garden hose pull water 

from this basin for more than 1.5 million of us. We depend on its 

waters and all play a part in their care.

Our Situation: Impacts from 
the last droughts aren’t over. 

Our Status: Dry Conditions 

In Southern California, we love our fun in the sun. But, that fun 

is created by dry conditions that have severe consequences for 

our basin. In fact, 16 of the past 20 years had below-average 

rainfall and that means less water in our basin. The basin’s 

waters have not yet been restored to their pre-drought levels 

from either the 2007 or 2014 drought. If another drought started 

today, our water levels are far from ideal. 

Our Setting: Rainfall is below 
average most years. 
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Our Vision: We All Have an Important Role

Every person who calls San Gabriel Valley home plays an important part in taking care of the basin. Here’s 

how to help our basin recover from the last drought and prepare for the next: 

• Share the story of our basin and its current conditions. Learn more at www.thewatersthatconnectus.com. 

• Know the basin is always in or near drought and needs you to help it recover and prepare.

• Join our efforts to use water more efficiently. Connect with your local water agency for tips and 

resources at www.thewatersthatconnectus.com/resources.

Our Common Cause:  
Recover and Prepare 

Earthquakes, wildfires and other natural disasters 

have recovery periods. Droughts need time to 

recover too. Due to our dry conditions, our basin 

is always in or near a drought. To make matters 

worse, we never know how much time there is to 

recover or how harsh the next drought will be. This 

basin is our common ground and also our common 

cause. Together, we need to focus on having as 

much water in the basin as possible before the 

next drought begins.

Our Challenge: 
Time to recover 
is needed and 
uncertain. 

Next Steps: Help the basin recover before the next drought starts. 
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